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A Banach algebra A of functionals on C[a, b] is introduced and it is proved 
that the operator-valued Feynman integral recently defined by Cameron and 
Storvick exists for functionals in A. Two existence theorems of Cameron and 
Storvick are seen to be special cases of this result; in fact, even in these cases, 
the present theorem gives improved results. 
Cameron and Storvick have used their function space integral to give a solu- 
tion to an integral equation formally equivalent to Schroedinger’s equation; 
using our existence theorem, we give a relatively brief and transparent proof 
of this result. 
INTRODUCTION 
Cameron and Storvick introduced the function space integral 
referred to in the title in [3]. The study of these integrals has con- 
tinued in [4, S-111. A related function space integral associated with 
a general Gaussian-Markov process instead of the Wiener process 
has been considered in [l]. 
Various other approaches to the “Feynman integral” have been 
taken by Cameron, Nelson, Babbitt, Feldman and others; for refe- 
rences to some of this work see [3]. The initial motivation for the 
study of these integrals is found in the work of the physicist Feynman 
r51. 
We need the following definitions and notation from [3]. Let 
C[a, b] denote the space of real-valued continuous functions on 
[a, b] and let C,,[a, b] d enote those x E C[a, b] such that x(a) = 0. 
Let B[a, b] denote the space of real-valued functions on [a, b] which 
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are continuous on [a, b] except for a finite number of finite jump 
d&continuities. Let Z(Ls) be the space of bounded linear operators 
on L, = L,(-- cr3, co). Let F be a complex-valued functional on 
B[a, b]. The definitions of the operator-valued function space integrals 
below are not intended to imply the existence of the operators 
involved. In fact, the main theorems of the theory to date give 
various conditions on F insuring the existence of these operators. 
Let # EL$ and [ E (-co, co). For h > 0, I,(F) is the operator on 
L, defined by the Wiener integral 
(b(~)+)(5) = 1h + 5) &W2x(b) + f) dx. 
For X E Cf z {h: Re h > 0}, I,&“(J) is defined to be the operator- 
valued function of X which agrees with I,(F) for h > 0 and is analytic 
throughout Cf. For X E Cf and any partition a: a = t, < t, < .** < 
t, = b the operator I,1U(F) is defined by the formula 
(I,~(F)+)(~) = ~~/2[(2+(~, - a) ... ct, - t,-l)~-l’2 j;, cn) j’, (O-1) 
X +(v,)fo([, o1 ,..., v,) exp 
where v. = 4, fo(uo , u1 ,..., q,) = F[z(a, v. , v1 ,..., 21,) *)I, 
+J, 4 I f)j if tj < t < VJ, 01 21, tj+l = - , j 0, l,..., 71 1 ,-., = > 
% if t=b 
and where if n is odd we always choose h112 with nonnegative real 
part. For X E C+, the operator I,Seq(F) is defined by 
where w lim refers to the limit with respect to the weak operator 
topology. In case both I,Bn(F) and I,Seq(F) exist and agree we will denote 
their common value by I,(F). Finally for h = --ip, - 00 < q < 00, 
q # 0, the operators Jtn(F) and Jrq(F) are defined by 
and /rq(F) = w lim I::,(F). 
D-0+ 
Again if both exist and agree we denote their common value by J,(F). 
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We begin by discussing the collection A, of functionals which 
will be used to generate the Banach algebra A. We consider complex- 
valued functionals F defined on a “sufficiently large” (see Defini- 
tion 2.1 and the remark following Definition 2.1) subset of C[a, b] 
which have the form 
F(x) = 5 1” t$(s, x(s)) ds, 
1 a 
(0.2) 
where each 0, is a function on [a, b] x R which is bounded by Mj 
and is continuous for almost all (s, U) in [a, b] x R. Theorem 1.1 
establishes the existence of the function space integrals Ifn(F) and 
J,““(F) for all h E Cf and all real Q # 0. Further, explicit formulas 
are given for the operators If”(F) and J,““(F). We also obtain the 
bounds 
(0.3) 
II I,““(ql d (b - aIrn fi M, * (0.4) 
1 
It is critical to what follows that these bounds are independent of A. 
Next we introduce a “norm germ” N, on A,, by letting 
No(F) E (b - a)m fi Mj . 
1 
(0.5) 
It is easy to see that if {Fi> is any sequence of functionals from A,, 
such that 
then for every X > 0 the series x: Fj(h-lh + 5) converges absolutely 
for almost all (,1c, 5) in C,[a, b] x R. Let 
F(iW2x + 5) E f Fj(,W2x + 4). (0.7) 
1 
A will consist of functionals (actually equivalence classes of func- 
tionals) F as above. For F in A, N”(F) will be defined as the infimum 
of the left side of (0.6) for all choices of sequences {Fi} from A, 
satisfying (0.7). 
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1Ve will show that A is a Banach algebra and that Z;“(F) and J,““(F) 
exist for all F in -4 and satisfy 
Further, we will see that J,““(F) is the strong operator limit of ZF”(F) 
as h --t -iq through C +. This last fact and the fact that the existence 
of J?(F) is established for ezery q f 0 are the key facts that allow 
us to give a greatly shortened treatment of the integral equation 
dealt with by Cameron and Storvick in [4]. In fact the sequential 
function space integrals Z,Sftq(F) and Jieq(F) also exist for F in ,4, 
but the sequential integral does not play a key role in the present 
paper, and so, the proof of this fact is postponed to the last section 
of the paper. 
Using the theorem referred to above, especially (0.9), we will see 
that the “Feynman integral” J!!? acting on A may be viewed as a 
continuous linear operator from ,4 to $4(.5,(R)) with 11 Jr? /I = 1. 
Next using some standard facts about Banach algebras [ 13, pp. 202- 
2051 we obtain the following result which we state in detail here 
for the purpose of comparison with some existence theorems of 
Cameron and Storvick. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let FE A and let g be a complex-valued function 
of a complex variable which is analytic in a circle about the origin 
with radius greater than NP(F). Then g 0 FE A and so the function 
space integrals Z,y(g 0 F) and Jp(g o F) exist for all h E Cf and all 
real q f 0. 
Earlier theorems of Cameron and Storvick [3, Theorems 6 and 71 
dealt with the special case where FE A, (rather than F E 4) and is 
given in terms of a single 19, i.e., 
F(x) = [” O(s, x(s)) ds. (0.10) 
Clearly the result above deals with a substantially larger class of 
functionals. Even when F is given by (0.10) the above result improves 
Theorem 7 of [3]. Most importantly, we get the existence of Jy(g 0 F) 
for every q f: 0 rather than for almost all q f 0. This is worthwhile 
because it is a particular value of the parameter q (namely 4 = -1) 
which is of most interest. -41~0 Jzn(g 08’) is seen to be the strong 
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operator limit of 1,““(g o F) as h + --iq through Cf. In contrast, in 
[3, Theorem 71, for those 4 for which J,““(g OF) exists, Jp&“(g OF) 
is shown to be the weak operator limit of I,““(g 0 F) as h + -+ 
along a horizontal line in the right half plane. We should mention 
that in an earlier paper [9] the present authors adapted some work 
of Edward Nelson and showed that the weak operator limits of 
[3, Theorem 71 could be replaced by strong operator limits. In [9] 
the existence of Jin(g 0 F) was still obtained only for almost all 
q # 0 and the path of approach of h to -iq was restricted to be 
along a horizontal line in the right half plane. 
The case where F is given by (0.10) and g(x) = exp(z) is the case 
most relevant to Quantum Mechanics. In later work [4] Cameron 
and Storvick concentrated on this case and established the existence 
of J,““(g 0 F) for every real q f 0. The arguments there lean very 
heavily on the fact that g is the exponential function. Again in [4], 
J,““(go F) is obtained as the weak operator limit rather than the 
strong operator limit of I,““(g 0 F). This improvement is especially 
satisfying to the present authors not only because it is the key to 
the substantially shortened treatment of the integral equation but 
also because the authors spent considerable time earlier trying to 
show by more-or-less direct methods that the weak operator limits 
in [4] could be improved to strong operator limits. 
We should mention that the approach taken in this paper to the 
existence theory is very different in most respects from the approaches 
in [3, 4, and 91. 
1. THE EXISTENCE OF J,““(F); FE& 
THEOREM 1.1. Let F be given by (0.2). Then IFn(F) and J,““(F) 
exist for all h in Cf and all real q # 0 and satisfy (0.3) and (0.4). 
Furthermore for each h E Cf, z,b EL,(R), and almost all [ E R we have 
vmw) 
= 1 I,, )@) s h(m+1)/Z[(2rr)“+1(s,(1) - a)(s,(,j - s,tlj) ... (b - ~,(,j)]-l/~ I 7 
x C(v mtd dvm+l ... dv, ds, ... ds,m 
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x dvrn,, dvm ..’ dv, ds, ... ds, , (1.1) 
where v. = [, s,lo) = a, s,(,,,+~) = b, the sum is taken over all m! 
permutations r of (1, 2 ,..., nz}, 
S(T) = {(sl )..., s,) E (a, b)? a < s,ll) < ... < s+) < b}, 
and where jscr, (m) Jg(s, ,..., s,J ds, **. ds, refers to the Bochner integral 
[7, pp. 78-891 with respect to Lebesgue measure on S(T). (We will see 
in Corollary 1.1 that this integral can also be interpreted as an ordinary 
Lebesgue integral of a scalar-valued function over S(T).) 
For real q f 0, J,““(F) is g ken by the third expression in (1.1) 
where h = -iq and where the integrals with respect to o1 ,..., v~+~ 
are interpreted in the mean [3, p. 5211. Also ]P&n(F) is the strong 
operator limit of It”(F) as h --+-iq through 0. 
We need the following lemma in the proof of the above theorem. 
LEMMA 1.1. For Jo (1, 2 ,..., m} and eaery h > 0, the function 
h,: [a, b] x C,[a, b] x R + C defined by h,(s, x, <) = oj(s, X-l&x(s) + 8) 
is continuous for almost all (s, x, 5). 
Proof. This lemma is implicitly contained in the proof of Lemmas 
4 and 5 of [3, pp. 527-5281. 
Proof (of Theorem 1.1). Temporarily, let (I&(F)#)( E) denote the 
third expression in (1 .l) for X E C+. We begin by showing that the 
expression gives an element of 2’(L,(R)) satisfying 
II k-,(F)11 < (b - aP fi Mi . (1.2) 
1 
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It suffices to examine a typical term, say (K,,,(F)~)(~), in (1.1) and 
show that 
Let HA,*: S(T) -+ L,(R) be defined by 
%,s(Sl t*‘*, hn)(k) 
(1.4) 
By Lemma 1 of [3], for almost all (sl ,..., sm) E S(7), H&s1 ,..., sm) 
is an L,-function of =$ with 
Since the &-valued function El,,, is bounded, we can show that it 
is Bochner integrable [7, Definition 3.7.2 and Theorem 3.7.41 by 
showing that it is strongly measurable. Once this is done, (1.3) 
follows immediately [7, Theorem 3.7.61. To show that HA,, is strongly 
measurable, it suffices, since L,(R) is separable, to show that it is 
weakly measurable [7, Theorem 3.5.31. So given 4 EL,(R), we must 
show that 
1 . T’, 4(4) JL(sl >..., GAE) & 
is a measurable function of s1 ,. .., s, . However 
4(t) x’“‘1J~2[(2P)“-i-1(s,(1) - a) a.- (b - s,(,))]-l/z q!J(wm+l) 
U-6) 
is a measurable function of 5, s1 ,..., s, , e1 ,..., w,+~ which is also 
integrable with respect to all these variables as can be seen via the 
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Fubini-Tonelli Theorem as follows: Integrate the absolute value of 
(1.7) with respect to T*,,~ L i ,..., .r1 , and c. One obtains a function of 
(% ,.*., s,J bounded [3, Lemma l] by 
Thus, by the Fubini Theorem, the function obtained after inte- 
grating (1.7) with respect to z’,,~+, ,..., z’i and t, namely (1.6), is 
measurable in (sr ,..., s,,~) as desired. 
So now we know that K,(F) is in 9(&(R)) and satisfies (1.2). 
Furthermore, an application of the Fubini Theorem shows that 
&(F)$ is also given by the second expression in (I. 1). 
Next we wish to show that kr,(F) is an 9(&(R))-valued analytic 
function of X in Cf. It suffices to fix z,4 and $ in L,(R) and show that 
(K,(F)$, 4) is a scalar-valued analytic function of h in Ct. Also it is 
enough to concentrate on one term in (1.1) corresponding to a 
specific 7. So for h E C+, let 
g(4 = jl, Yw [(B) jS( 
7 
) (4 j ff& I...1 hM 4 ... dbl] df 
where (B) is meant to indicate a Bochner integral. Now by [7, 
Theorem 3.7.12 and remark following], this last expression equals 
j,,, Cm) j jl,d(5) HA,ASI I...) MS) dt 4 **’ d&t 
where the integral with respect to sr ,..., s,,, may now be interpreted 
as an ordinary Lebesgue integral. Then using the Fubini Theorem 
we have 
g(X) _ j,,~, (m) j j”, (m + 2) j”, 
x X(n1+1);2[(2,)nri~l(sr(l) - a) ... (b - S&))]-ll” 
x CbJm+1) d%+1 . . . dv, d[ ds, . ds,, . (1.8) 
We will use Morera’s Theorem to show that g(X) is analytic in Cf. 
First, an application of the Dominated Convergence Theorem shows 
that g(X) is continuous in C f. Now let r be a triangular path in Cf. 
We need only show that Jrg(h) dh = 0. But this will clearly follow 
from the Cauchy Integral Theorem if we can justify moving the 
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integral with respect to X inside all the other integrals. Let 
E = inf{Re A: X E r} and D = sup{] A / : X E L’>. Then 
D (m+l)/Z 
c-i E. E(nr+11,'2[(2*~+l(S,(ll _ a) . . . (b __ s,c,j)]-l:" 
is a dominating function for the integrand in (1.8) which is integrable 
with respect to ~l,+r ,..., vu1 , E, si ,..., s,, and A. 
Now let (K,(F)+)([) denote the third expression in (1.1) when 
h = -iq. We will show that K,(F) -+ K,(F) in the strong operator 
topology as h -+ -iq through C f. In the process, we will also see 
that K,(F) makes sense. Now by [8, Theorem, p. 7781, 
II f&&l ,.-., &I) - fL& ,..., h)//P + 0 as A --j -iq. 
Thus by (1.5) and the Dominated Convergence Theorem for Bochner 
integrals [7, Theorem 3.7.91, K&s~ ,..., s,) is Bochner integrable, 
so that we now know that K,(F)+ makes sense, and 
as desired. 
It remains only to show that for h > 0, 
First note that by Lemma 1 .l, ei(s, h-1&(~) + 6) is a measurable 
function of (s, X, 5) for each j. Hence J-i oj(s, X-l12x(s) + 5) ds 
is a measurable function of (x, 5). Hence for almost every 5, 
Ji O,(s, h-li2x(s) + [) d s is a measurable function of X. Thus the 
integrand in (1.9) is a measurable function of x for almost every 5. 
Now also note that jc,ta,b~F(h-1~2x + [) G(X-li2~(b) + [) d-x is an 
L,-function of [ since 
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and, by [3, Lemma 11, this last expression is an &-function with 
norm less than or equal to [I-I:‘” M,](b - n)“’ I/ # ]]a. Hence to 
establish (1.9), it suffices to show that for 4 E&(R), 
jy 72 (6(t) \ 




J --53 4mmw)(i3 d5. 
(1.10) 
Now making use of the Fubini Theorem and a fundamental Wiener 
integration formula, we see that the left side of (1.10) equals 
x #(h-1/2~(b) + [) dx ds, ... ds, d[ 
x $(A-ll”x(b) + 5) dx d.$ ds, ... ds, 
= c j,, ) (m) j ~(nl+l)/2[(2,)m+l(S,(1) - a) ... (b - s,(,))]-1/2 
7 7 
X j”, (m + 2) j”, [fj &(i)h ) %I] M) 9@-b2+1) 
x exp 
m+l X(Oj - 7&l)” [c - 1 2(sdj) - Sdi-l)) I dwm+1 .‘. dzl d[ ds, .‘. ds, . 
Formula (1.10) is now clear after another use of the Fubini Theorem. 
COROLLARY 1.1. In (1. l), each integral over S(T) can be interpreted 
either as a Bochner integral 07 as an m-fold Lebesgue integral. 
Proof. Let Re X >, 0, h # 0. We consider a typical term 
(K,T(WXS) of th e sum (1.1). Let +EL,(R). Note that by (1.5) 
and the Schwarz inequality, 
j,,,) (*) j j'", ( 4(t) HA,,(Sl ,..., &At3 V4wl ... d-h) < *. 
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Hence by Fubini’s Theorem and [7, Theorem 3.7.12 and the remark 
following] 
= j;", ew) j,,,, (4 j ffA.&l >.'., 4(Ws, .*. &JWk)~ (1.11) 
where we note in particular that the inner integral in the first 
expression in (1 .I 1) must exist for almost all 5 E R. Since 4 E&(R) 
was arbitrary, the desired equality 
follows for almost all 5. 
2. THE BANACH ALGEBRA A 
Let A, be the collection of all functionals of the form (0.2). (Note 
that A, is not a linear space.) We introduce a “norm germ” N, 
on A, by (0.5). 
We will be considering functionals F on C[a, b] which are not 
necessarily everywhere defined. We will however need them defined 
on a set D C C[u, b] such that for every X > 0 the function B,(x, [) = 
F(A-l12x + 5) is almost everywhere defined and measurable as a 
function of (x, 5) on C,,[a, b] x R. Accordingly, we introduce the 
following terminology. 
DEFINITION 2.1. D C C[a, b] will be said to satisfy (P) if and only 
if for every h > 0, X-112, + f E D for almost all (x, 8) E CJa, b] x R. 
Remark. A function F in A,, need not be defined on all of C[u, b]. 
However, by Lemma 1 .l, given any h > 0 it is the case that for 
almost every (x, 6) E CJa, b] x R, ei(s, X-1/2~(s) + 5‘) is continuous 
at almost every s E [a, b]. For any such pair (x, .$), the integral 
J: +(s, W2x(s) + .$) d s exists. It is now clear that the domain of 
any F E A,, is large enough to satisfy (P). 
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DEFINITION 2.2. We will consider functionals F defined on at 
least a subset D of C[n, b] satisfying (P) and which are such that 
for every h > 0, F(h-1i’2x + <) is a measurable function of (x, 5). 
Two such functionals FI and F, are said to be equivalent (FI NF,) 
if and only if there exists a subset D of C[a, b] satisfying (P) such 
that F, and F2 are both defined and agree on D. It is easy to show 
that N is an equivalence relation. We will identify equivalent func- 
tionals and will adopt the usual convention of using F to refer both 
to a functional and to an equivalence class of functionals. 
Now suppose that [Fi} is a sequence from A,, such that 
Given y E C[a, b], let 
F(J) = f F,(y). (2-l) 
1 
Since NO(Fj) is a bound for 1 Fj I, the sum in (2.1) will define F for 
any y E C[a, b] such that F,(y) is defined for j == 1, 2,... . By the 
remark following Definition 2.1 and the fact that the intersection 
of a countable family of sets satisfying (P) again satisfies (P), it 
follows that the domain of the functional F defined by (2.1) satisfies 
(P). We note this formally. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let {Fi} be a sequence from A,, such that 
i N,(F,) < co. 
1 
Then for every h > 0, the individual terms of the series 
are de$ned and the series converges absolutely for almost all 
(x, t) E C,[a, b] x R. 
We now use A, to generate a Banach algebra A. We “linearize 
and complete” A, in such a way that J,““(F) exists for all real 4 f 0. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let {Fi} be a sequence from A, satisfying (0.6). 
Let F be defined by (0.7). We define A to be the collection of 
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equivalence classes (in the sense of Definition 2.2) of functionals 
each of which contains a function F which arises as just described 
from a sequence {Fj> in A,. For F in A, we define N+(F) as the 
infimum of the left side of (0.6) f or all choices of sequences {Fj} 
from ,4, satisfying (0.7). 
THEOREM 2.1. (A, N#) is a commutative Banach algebra with 
identity. 
Proof. The construction of (A, Ni”) from (A, , N,,) is similar to 
constructions which appear elsewhere in the literature [2, 6, and 141. 
In particular the proof that (A, N”) is complete is similar to con- 
siderations in [2, p. 3251. W e include only the proof that A is closed 
under multiplication and N#(FG) ,< N”(F) N”(G). 
Suppose that F and G are in A and let E > 0 be given. Let {Fj> 
and {Gj> be sequences from A, such that CT N,,(F,) < N+(F) + E, 
IFi’ %(Gj) < WG) + E, and also, for every h > 0, 
f F&W% + f) = F(W*x + 6) and f Gj(h+‘% + [) = G(h--1/*x + 0, 
1 1 
the convergence being absolute for almost all (x, f). Then for every 
X > 0, the series 
F&i-‘k + 6) Gl(h+“x + f) + F&W% + 5) G,(A-l’% + 5) 
+F2(h-ll”r + 5) G,(h-lk + .$) + F,(h-‘k + 5) G&W% + 5) 
+ F&W2x + 5) Gp(W2x + f) + F&W2x + 5) G,(W2x + f) + a.. 
converges absolutely and has the sum F(X-l12x + 6) G(k112x + [) for 
almost all (x, 5) [12, p. 1461. Note that the individual terms of the 
above series are of the form Fi(X-l12x + f) Gi(h-1/2x + e). Now 
FiGj E A, and N,(F,G,) = N,(F,) N&G,). It follows from these 
comments that FG E A and N”(FG) < [N#(F) + l ][N”(G) + E]. 
Since E > 0 was arbitrary, N”(FG) < N+(F) N+(G) which concludes 
the proof. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let FE A. Then I,&=(F) and J,““(F) exist for all 
h E C+ and all real q + 0 and satisfy 
II Z%)Il < N”(F), (2.2) 
and 
II J,“(F)11 < N+(F). (2.3) 
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Furthermore J,““(F) is the strong operator limit of I,v(F) as h + -iq 
through Ct. 
Proof. (a) First we establish the existence of If,““(F) for all h 
in Cf. Let FE A and let (Fi> be any sequence from A, satisfying 
(0.6) and (0.7). By Theorem 1.1 we know that I,““(F,) exists for all 
~EC.+ and satisfies 11 Ifn(F < iV,,(Fi). Now for each X E C+, let 
L,,(F) be the operator defined by L,(F) = C,” I$(Fj). For eachj, I,&“(F,) 
is analytic throughout Cf and the sequence of partial sums (Cf;‘I,““(F)) 
cotverges uniformly in operator norm to L,(F) since CT (1 IFn(Fj)lI < 
x1 N&F,) < a3. Thus L,(F) is analytic throughout C+. 




c [a alF,(h-1’2~ + 5) #(h-1’2~(‘) + t) dx 
0 . 
= f (t?YFj)#)(t) 
1 
= &@974(5)~ (2.4) 
(The interchange of integration and summation in (2.4) is justified by 
the Dominated Convergence Theorem where 
jJ NO(Fj) I $4X-1'2X(b) + E)I 
1 
serves as an appropriate dominating function.) 
To establish (2.2), let E > 0 be given and note that for any sequence 
{Fj} satisfying (0.6) and (0.7) and such that x; N,(F,) < N+(F) + E, 
we have 
(b) Let FE A. We will show that J:“(F) exists for all real 
Q # 0 and satisfies (2.3). Again let {Fj} be any sequence from A, 
satisfying (0.6) and (0.7) and let&(F) be defined by,!,,(F) =xT J,&“(Fj). 
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By (0.4) and the definition of N,, we see that the sequence of partial 
Sums CC? J,&nPj)l converges uniformly to L,(F) on R - {O}. Now 
fix q # 0, ti G(R) and let (A,} be any sequence in C+ such that 
An -+ -@. Then using Theorem 1.1 and the uniform convergence, 
we have 
The existence of J,“n(F) for real q # 0 and the fact that it is the 
strong operator limit of IFn(F) as h-t -iq is now established. Also 
(2.3) now follows from (2.2). 
In light of the preceding Theorem, the Feynman integral J!;(F) 
acting on the Banach algebra A may be viewed as a bounded linear 
operator from A to 5?(Lz(R)). We will state this formally as a 
corollary. Obviously, similar statements hold for other values of the 
parameters q and A. 
COROLLARY 2.1. J!: E =%‘(A, =Y(&(R))) and II 1:: II = 1. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.2, J!y E Y(A, L?&(R))) and (1 JEy (1 < 1. 
To show that 1) Jfy 1) = I, ‘t 1 su ffi ces to findF E A such that I] J?T(F)II 3 
N+(F). Let fl(s, U) = (b - a)-‘. Then F(x) = J’i e(s, X(S)) ds G I and 
so 
(JF[F)$)(t) = [27ri(b - u)]-lj2 jm G(v) exp [$$$I dv. 
--9 
But by a Lemma on p. 776 of [8], 11 J!?y(F)li = 1. Thus N+(F) < 
N,(F) = 1 = I( J?T(F)(j as desired. 
Corollary 2.2, as stated in the introduction, follows from Theorems 
2.1 and 2.2 and some standard facts about Banach algebras [13, 
pp. 202-2051. 
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3. APPLICATION TO THE SOLUTION OF AN INTEGRAL EQUATION 
FORMALLY EQUIVALENT TO SCHROEDINGER'S EQUATION 
Let 0(t, IA) be continuous almost everywhere in [0, t,] x A and 
bounded by M. For each t E [0, to], let 6,(s, u) be defined on [0, t] x R 
bY 
qs, 24) = e(r - 9, 24). (3.1) 
8, is continuous almost everywhere on [0, t] x R and is bounded 
by M. Let 
(3.2) 
Cameron and Storvick have shown [3; Theorem 81, using their 
existence theorem [3; Theorem 41, that if h E C+, # EL,(R), and 
[ E R, then 
G(t, 5,4 += (WJW) 
satisfies the integral equation 
(3.3) 
(3.4) G(t, 5, A) = ($J2 j", $(u) exp ( -“(\; “‘1) du 
+ St (znctA- ,,)“’ jam ‘(~9 U) G(s, u> ‘) exp (-~~f~s~) du dS* 
0 
Using this result, Cameron and Storvick show in a long and clever 
proof [4] that the function space integral 
m 57 4) = Uf?PtM4) (3.5) 
gives a solution of the integral equation 
(3.6) 
where the integrals with respect to u are interpreted in the mean 
[3; p. 521-j. When Q =~ - 1, this integral equation is formally 
equivalent to the Schroedinger equation. Using the strengthened 
existence theorem of this paper, we are able to give a relatively 
brief and transparent proof of Cameron and Storvick’s result. 
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Note. Later on, we will at times want to interpret the integrals 
with respect to s in (3.4) and (3.6) as Bochner integrals. In this case, 
we will label these equations (3.4-B) and (3.6-B) respectively. 
THEOREM 3.1. I’(t, f, q) = (J,(FJ#)([) is a sohtion of (3.6) and 
(3.6-B). 
Proof. F, of (3.2) may be written as a series of functions in A, 
and we see that 
N#(F,) < 5 (til;r)i = e tn-I . 
j=0 1! 
By Theorem 2.2, IA and J&F,) exist and satisfy 
II 4(FJ+ II2 < et* II 4 II2 and II /,(FJ$ /I2 < et* I! # II2 . (3.7) 
NOW for Re h >, 0 (A # 0), let K{: (0, t) -+ L,(R) be defined by 
~,(s)(t) = (,,,“_ ,,)1’2 J’y, 6(s, u) G(s, u, A> exp (+kIq) au (3.8) 
with the integral in the mean if Re h = 0. Now by (3.7) and Lemma 1 
of [311 
II H,ds)(~)/l, < fife’o* II # II2 . (3.9) 
We now see that the Bochner integral (B) Ji H,(s)(k) ds exists. 
As noted earlier, G(t, 5, A) given by (3.3) satisfies (3.4). In [3], 
the integral with respect to s in (3.4) is an ordinary Lebesgue integral. 
We claim that G also satisfies (3.4-B). It suffices to show that the 
&-function (B) Ji H,+(s)([) ds equals the La-function defined by the 
second term on the right side of (3.4). To show this, we take C$ E L,(R) 
and show 
jym 4(5)(B) j: K(4(5) ds dt 
x G(s, u, A) exp ‘-% - ‘)” 2(t - s) ! du ds d[ (3.10) 
However by [7; Theorem 3.7.121 and Fubini’s theorem, the two sides 
of (3.10) are both equal to t 02 ss 0 --a a3 ffA(M) d‘! ds- 
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We now obtain (3.6-B) by taking the limit in &-norm of both 
sides of (3.4-B). By Theorem 2.2 
11 G(t, ‘, X) ~- qt, ‘, q),):! - 0 as X -+ -iq. (3.11) 
Also the first term on the right side of (3.4-B) goes in La-norm to 
the corresponding term of (3.6-B) by [8; Theorem, p. 7781. To 
show that the second term on the right of (3.4-B) goes in &-norm 
to the corresponding term of (3.6-B), it suffices, by (3.9) and the 
Dominated Convergence Theorem for Bochner integrals [7; Theorem 
3.7.91, to show that for almost all s E (0, t), 
II ffA(S)(.) - fL*W(~)Il, - 0 as X - -iq. 
With s fixed, Re h > 0 (A f 0), and 4 EL,(R), let 
(3.12) 
Then using (3.8), (3.1 l), and [8; Theorem, p. 7781, the left side 
of (3.12) equals 
II C,t%, 4 % u, 41 - Ld?(~, 4 rh ~9 dllz 
< II C,W, 4V%, u, 4 - r(s, u, #II, 
+ II cA[e(s9 u> r(s, % 4)l - c-if2[e(s, u, r(s~ % 4)111* 
< MI\ G(s, ., 4 - m .7 QNZ 
+ il CAi3(s, 24) Us, 4 41 - C-d@, 4 Q, u, q)lli, 
+O as X -+ -iq. 
We now know that F satisfies (3.6-B). But, much as in Corollary 1.1, 
one can see that the integral with respect to s in (3.6) can be interpreted 
either as a Lebesgue or as a Bochner integral. Hence r(t, 5, q) 
satisfies (3.6). 
4. Ipq(F) EXISTS AND EQUALS IFn(F); FE A 
We assume throughout the first part of this section that F is in 
A,, and satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1. We begin by showing 
that, in this case, I,S”q(F) exists and equals It”(F). The arguments 
here are very similar to arguments in [3] and so will be given briefly 
or sometimes omitted. The first Lemma will be needed later on in 
the section as well as in the present considerations. 
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LEMMA 4.1. Let F E A, be given by (0.2) and let x E C+; then for any 
partition u: [a = t, < t, < --. < t,, = b] of [a, b], &Q(F) EY&(R)) 
and 
llI,yF)1( < (b - a)l” i’r n!rj = iv,(F). (4-l) 
1 
Proof. Let # EL,(R) and let f E R. By [3; Definition 4.7, p. 5301 
or equation (0.1) 
V.:I(OM) = ~“W4% - 4 ... (t, - LI)l-1/2 j;“, (4 jy, 4(s) 
where @‘(~~-r) = Jt.-, ej(t, vi-r) dt and where r+, = 5. But 
and so (~,b(Oh(5) can be written as the sum of nm terms where a 
typical term has the form 
W2[(27r)“(t, - a) ..* (t, - t,-l)]-l/2 j= (n) j@ +l:‘(7& ... &$+) 
-a --m 
72 h(q - vjg 
x Cal) exP (-*F1 2(& _ tjpl)  dvl ... dvn * (4.3) 
But, much as in [3; Lemma 8, pp. 536-5371, (4.3) can be regarded as 
the composition of n convolutions each having norm one [3; Lemma 1, 
p. 5221 and m multiplications having norms 1) 4::’ Jjm ,..., )I 4::) llid . 
However, )I #) jlrn < Mj(ti, - t+r). Hence (4.3) gives an operator 
on L,(R) whose norm is dominated by 
It follows that IAu(F) is in Z(L,(R)) and 
= (b - up fi Mi = N,,(F) as desired. 
j=l 
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The proof of the next lemma is much like part of the proof of 
Theorem 1.1 and will be omitted. 
LEMMA 4.2. I,,“(F) is m Y(L,(R))-enlued analytic function of h 
in Cf. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let F in -4, be giaen bJl (0.2) and let h E C+; then 
I,““Q(F) exists and equals I,““(F). Also Ilo + ceq(F) in the strong 
operator topology as [I (3 [I + 0. 
Proof. We will show that for A > 0, IAm -+ IF”(F) in the strong 
operator topology as 11 (5 /I + 0. Since IAn is analytic by Lemma 4.2 
and bounded by Lemma 4.1, it will follow from the vector-valued 
Vitali Theorem [7; p. 1041 that Izeq(F) exists and is analytic for all 
X E C+. Further, since I:“(F) is analytic throughout Ci- and I,SeQ(F) = 
1$(F) for X > 0, it will follow that IReq(F) = IFn(F) throughout Cf. 
So it suffices to take X > 0, $ E L,(R), and a sequence {url) of 
partitions of [a, b] such that jJ crR ]j + 0 and show that 
To establish this it suffices to show that: (i) (Izn(F)$)( 5) -+ (Ifn(F)+)([) 
for almost every ( E R; and (ii) there is an L,-function G which 
dominates I?(F)+ f or all n. In the process of dealing with (i) and (ii), 
certain questions of measurability arise; however they can be handled 
just as in [3; especially pp. 527-5291 and will be ignored here. 
We will first establish (ii). Now for h > 0 we have [3; p. 5301, 
(z~(F)#)([) = J‘, [a bl F(M2.q,,, + l) #(h-ii".@) + 0 dx. 
0 * 
(4.4) 
From (4.4) we obtain 
= N,(F) w[2+ - a)~-1/2 jy, 1 +(v)~ exp i-2~~~~~)2) dv 
Now G(t), as just defined, is an L,-function [3; Lemma 11. 
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It remains to establish (i); that is, we wish to show that for almost 
every 5 E R, 
+ j, ,n hl F(W2x + E) #(h-‘i2x(b) + E) dzc. (4.5) 
” I 
This is a consequence of the Dominated Convergence Theorem for 
Wiener integrals if it is shown that for almost every 5, 
F(,WX,~ $- 4) -+ F(h-% + 5) (4.6) 
for almost every x E C,[a, b]. It suffices to show that (4.6) holds for 
almost every (x, 6) E C,[a, b] x R. But as in [3; proof of Theorem 2, 
p. 5281, F is continuous in the uniformly topology at h-li2x + 5 for 
almost every (x, 5) and hence (4.6) follows. 
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorems 
1.1 and 4.1 and the definitions of JieQ(F) and J,“(F). 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let F E A, ; then for all real q # 0, J,“eq(F) 
exists and equals J?(F). 
Next we wish to establish the existence of I,yeq(F) and its equality 
with 1,&n(F) for F in A. 
Let F be a functional belonging to one of the equivalence classes 
of A. In order to discuss LAG(F), F must be defined at least for certain 
step functions on [a, b] [3, Definition 4.7, p. 5301. There is however 
no difficulty in extending F to such step functions. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let F be in one of the equivalence classes of A. 
Choose a sequence {Fj} from A, satisfying (0.6) and (0.7). It is clear 
that for every partition u of [a, 61, r:j”=r Fj[~(o, v0 ,..., v, , e)] converges 
absolutely for almost every (z+ ,..., vn) E R,,, . Let 
F[.z(o, v,, ,..a, v, , .)I = f F&(u, v,, ,..., v, , .)I. (4.7) 
j=l 
THEOREM 4.2. Let F be as in Dejkition 4.1; then for every X E Cf, 
Lies(F) exists and equals IFn(F), and for every real q # 0, J,““q(F) 
exists and equals Jp(F). Also if {Gj> is another sequence from A,, 
satisfying (0.6) and (0.7), and if we let G denote the related extension, 
thenIieq(G) and Ji”q(G) exist and equal Izeq(F) and Jt”q(F) respectively. 
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Hence there are unique operators ceq(F) and J,Teq(F) associated with 
each. equivaIence class in A. 
Proof. We will show that I,““‘J(F) exists and equals l,yn(J’) for all 
X E C+. The fact that Ji”q(F) exists and equals J:“(F) will follow 
immediately. Also since F .- G, I,:“(F) = It”(G) and the last assertion 
of the theorem will follow immediately as well. 
In the proof of Theorem 2.2, we saw that It”(F) = xj”=, I,“Y,Fj) 
where the convergence was in operator norm. Let D be as in 
Lemma 4.1. Then 
(If(F)$)(~) = w[(2T)“(tl - a) -.. (t, - L)l-1~2 f” (4 J‘“, ccl@4 - --a 
n A(Vi - ViJ” 
x f WAXY, go ,..., v, , 91 exp (-c 2ct. _ t _ ) 
j=l i=l 2 il 
) dv, .** dv, 
= f) A”12[(277)“(tl - a) *a- (t, 
j=l - LJ-1’2 ,% (4 J”, eJn> 
x Fj[Z(U, v, ,..., v, ) -)I exp (-i ‘$, 
i 
1 “,“r) dv, - B -dv, 
E-l 
where this last equality holds for almost every c by the Dominated 
Convergence Theorem. The function 
(g)“‘” (Re h)“/“[(27r)“(tl - a) em* (t, - t,-,)]-1/2 [f N,(F,)] 
j=l 
serves as a dominating function for almost all ,$ since its integral 
with respect to vu1 ,..., V, is an &-function of 4 and so must be finite 
almost everywhere. Hence, for almost all 5, 
Also by Lemma 4.1, 11 l,C(F,)$ (I2 < N,,(Fj) (( # (I2 and so the right side 
of (4.8) converges in L,-norm to the left side of (4.8). 
Now by Theorem 4.1, I,~U(Fi)# -+ Irn(Fj)# in &-norm as /I a /I--+ 0 
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for each j. Using this and the inequalities 
and 
the proof may be completed by a routine limiting argument. 
Remark. All the earlier results stated for the analytic function 
space integral Jr(F) are now seen to hold for Jieq(F) also. Thus 
it is now appropriate to denote the common value of Jzeq(F) and 
J,“n(F) by J,(F). Similar comments hold for h E C+. 
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